Guntlak
2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
The Guntlak originated on a water-soaked world dominated by swamps,
overgrown with carnivorous plants, & crowded with hungry beasts. They find
any excuse possible to leave home—& they seldom return. Each year, more &
more of their kind take to the stars. They seek glory & excitement. Overall,
they distrust laws, authority figures, & rules. On the + side, this makes them
staunch warriors in defense of the weak & the oppressed. On the downside, it
makes them prone to squabbling with everyone & everything they meet.
Despite their aggressive & grumpy nature, they possess a simple, yet
powerful, connection to the primal forces of the cosmos. This serves to keep
them humble & willing to learn new concepts from others—even if they
grumble the entire time. To them race is irrelevant—they have problems with
all races. Names: They possess 2 names: Blood name for friends & family, & a
Traveling name given to everyone else. It is a sign of trust & respect when
one shares their blood name with a person not of their family or clan.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We value freedom and Independence above all.
Names: M: Chogo, Grimmen, Ravix. F: Benda, Maris, Sammea..
Attributes: Control +2, Fitness +2, Insight -2, Reason +1.
TRAIT:
A Guntlak stands <5ft tall & resemble a bipedal badger. They are covered
in thick, coarse hair & care little about personal grooming or appearance.
They are packed with dense muscle covered by a layer of insulating fat,
giving them a pudgy appearance. They can move with explosive speed &
ferocity when necessary. They can see perfectly in darkness. Infuriating
Presence: Your Social Conflicts/interactions increase Diff by 1, max. 5.
Talents:
Guntlak, or with GM's permission.

Resilience [Required]
Requirement:
Guntlak lower the Difficulty by 2, min. 1; to resist the Effects of diseases,
poisons, and radiation.

Demolition Expert
Requirement:
Imitative & clever, Guntlak have a knack for demolitions. When using your
Engineering to make explosives more difficult to disarm, assess stability
of a structure or machinery, disable a bomb or explosive, you lower Diff
by 2, min.1. Finally, any explosive you use or build gains +1CD damage.

Ferocious Frenzy
Requirement:
After suffering damage from any source, Guntlak may enter a frenzy
once/mission as a reaction. It grants 1 temporary Stress point/Fitness
score. These temporary points last for 1 scene or until expended. Once
expended, you become Fatigued for 1 turn.

SPECIES

